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A typewriter is a mechanical device with keys which when pressed results in printing of characters
on a paper. Each key represent a single character, which is printed in ink impression on a paper.
The printed impressions are similar to the characters drawn on the keys of the device that are
pressed. This device is for writing. In lieu of using pens to write pages after pages and tire our
hands, typewriters are used. One has to press some significant keys for printing resulting in writing.
Broadly, typewriters are of two type namely manual typewriters, electric writers.

From the very invention of the writing device in 1860, this device has proved to be boon up to the
20th century before the arrival of computer. Typewriters had become indispensable gadgets for use
by professional writers and employees in offices to print down vital information on papers. Paper
records have become very easy to prepare and maintain with the help of typewriters. Writing for
hours and piling pages after pages with hand written documents is a next to impossible task. When
the need arises in an office for example, to end up writing bundles of documents in limited period of
time, then to fasten up the task only typewriter could have helped immensely in the period prior to
computers. Engaging a machine to work instead of human hands will surely easy the task and
lessen the time consumption.

Manual type writers are the most ordinary type writers used in the early days of the invention. This
typewriter is the simplest form of typewriter. In this typewriter, all is needed to press the keys and
the relative impression of characters is printed on the paper in ink.

Electric typewriters have utilization of electricity with its printing process.
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For more information on a manual typewriters, check out the info available online; these will help
you learn to find the http://www.refurbexpress.com !
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